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SMOOTHING OUT
THE

BUMPS

Joy Rider Shock System bolts onto trailer and fifthwheel suspensions without special tools or welding

W

hen it comes to trailer suspensions, not much has changed since
our grandfathers ﬁrst hitched up.
A typical trailer suspension is comprised of
leaf springs and common hardware. When
attached to a frame, the ride is not much
better than an old buckboard, leaving stored
items in disarray and a lot to be desired.
An alternative to harsh ride quality is one
of the independent or air suspensions that
are on the market, but these systems are
cumbersome to add after the fact and usually
require specialized equipment and highly
trained technicians for installation. In addition,
for proper long-term performance, routine
maintenance is critical and often overlooked
by the owner.
A new company on the scene, RV Im-
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provement Systems, has just introduced the
Joy Rider Shock System that is destined to
change the way trailers and ﬁfth-wheels
ride — without follow-up maintenance. The
system uses heavy-duty, gas-charged shock
absorbers that are suspended on unique
bolt-on brackets that not only look nice but
also keep the shocks in the proper position
for optimum performance.
Shock angle is the critical factor. Heavyduty gas shocks damp the suspension during
compression and rebound, rather than just
compression. There are a few trailer manufacturers that add shock absorbers to their
towable RV suspensions but, unfortunately,
many of these kits are installed at angles that
make the shocks virtually ineffective. Think
of it as a placebo for the chassis.

The complete Joy Rider
Shock System includes
everything needed for
a successful at-home
installation with the use
of tools that many people
already have.
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The optimum angle for a heavyduty gas shock absorber is 40 degrees
or less. Beyond 45 degrees, other
problems start to arise, and shock
absorbers could begin to lose oil from
the reservoir until they no longer
function. At this point, they lose rebound
and damping control, neutralizing their
intended effect.
Not only do the Joy Rider brackets
present the shocks in a straighter
angle, but the design also incorporates
a 15-degree outward angle to help
mitigate irritating side-to-side motion.
This added stability will be especially
noticeable when navigating off-camber
driveways or uneven roadways, potholes
and bridge decks. The Joy Rider
Shock System also angles the shock
absorbers toward each other, instead
of in the same direction as is commonly
seen. This speciﬁc angle helps control
axle rollup during hard braking. Axle
rollup occurs when increased pressure
on the front axle decreases pressure on
the rear axle, causing it to hop.
The adjustable bracket system is
designed to ﬁt most single, double and
triple-axle suspensions, above or below
the leaf springs. No need to worry about
replacing existing U-bolts, as the Joy
Rider’s clever bracket system utilizes
the original U-bolts.
Installation of the Joy Rider Shock
System takes three to ﬁve hours,
depending on obstructions and the

(1) Trailers often come from the factory
with shock angles that are too severe
to be effective. (2) Using ¹⁄ -inch carriage
bolts and Nylock nuts, install the shock
mount extensions for the Joy Rider to both
the right and left shock mount assemblies
and tighten ﬁrmly.

mainframe conﬁguration directly above
the axles. Tools and other items needed
include ¹¹⁄ -, ¹⁄ - and ¹⁄ -inch drill bits
approximately 8 to 12 inches long, a
cordless ¹⁄ -inch impact wrench, an 8- to
10-inch-long ¹⁄ -inch drive extension,
as well as ⁹⁄ -, ³⁄ - and ⁷⁄ -inch impact
sockets, depending on the size of the
nuts holding the U-bolts, a ³⁄ -inch box

end wrench and a ¹⁄ -inch-drive torque
wrench capable of at least 90 ft-lbs of
torque. You will also need a ﬂoor or
bottle jack and two to four jack stands
of different sizes (short and tall frames).
The installer will have to drill eight
holes for each axle.
The ﬁrst step can be done on the
bench. Begin by attaching the shock-
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(3) Remove the two factory U-bolts and set aside for later use, but discard the factory
tie plate. (4) Install the Joy Rider shock mount assembly utilizing the factory U-bolts
and the supplied stiffener plates — two per shock plate assembly. (5) Use an alternating cross pattern with an accurate torque wrench to tighten the U-bolts to 90 ft-lbs.
(6) Loosely bolt the Joy Rider shock absorber to the shock mount extension to aid in
installing the upper bracket to the optimal position.
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(7) Upon determining the location of the upper bracket, mark the underbelly material with a felt tip pen. (8) Cut away the underbelly
material from between the upper bracket and trailer frame. (9) Hold the upper bracket to the frame to ensure that the necessary
underbelly material has been removed.

mount extenders to the right and left shock-mount assemblies
using ¹⁄ -13 x 1¹⁄ -inch carriage bolts and ¹⁄ -inch Nylock nuts.
From here, the rest of the install is under the trailer.
Remove the tie plates and U-bolts from the leaf spring
assemblies; hold on to the U-bolts. The right and left shock
plates are then mounted in place of the factory tie plates using
two ¹⁄ -inch-thick stiffener plates per shock mount across the
U-bolts. The bolts are tightened to 90 ft-lbs of torque.

The shock is then loosely installed to the lower shock
mount extension using ¹⁄ - x 1³⁄ -inch-long bolts, making sure
that a M12 ﬂat washer is put between the bolt head and the
shock absorber, and a ¹⁄ -inch-thick spacer is placed between
the shock absorber and the shock mount extender before
securing with the ¹⁄ -inch Nylock nut.
Once the shock is in place, the other end is connected to
the upper shock bracket and swung up to the trailer frame for

Best Performing. Most Reliable. Best Supported.

Discover new heights in RV laundry
Looking for a stackable RV laundry set? You’ve found it.
Splendide’s matching laundry pair oﬀer added drying capacity with the amazing customer
support and RV-speciﬁc accessories you’ve come to expect from Splendide. Easy to use
and totally unique, Splendide’s stackables are the perfect pair and just two more reasons
Splendide is America’s best selling RV laundry brand 29 years and running. Ahhh-mazing.
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(10) A cordless impact wrench will be invaluable when installing the Joy Rider shock absorber to the upper and lower brackets. (11) Using
a 12-inch-long drill bit will allow for adequate reach when installing the upper bracket because the leaf springs will be in the way of a drill
with a shorter bit. (12) When installing the ³⁄ -inch self-drilling bolts to the upper bracket, the cordless impact wrench came in handy when
equipped with an 8-inch ¹⁄ -inch drive extension and ⁹⁄ -inch-deep socket.

proper positioning. When in place against the bottom of the
frame, the hole locations are marked for drilling. Make sure all
underbelly material that sneaks in between the bracket and
frame is removed; the bracket must be ﬂush against the frame.
If additional clearance is necessary, raise one side of the
trailer at a time and place at least two jack stands under the
trailer frame for safety. You may need to remove the tire and

wheel assembly at this time.
The shock absorber is then removed from the upper
mounting bracket before it’s clamped to the frame using
Vice-Grip pliers. Drilling the holes in the frame is the hardest
part, depending on the clearance around the springs,
hangers and equalizer. Longer drill bits make the process
easier. These may be hard to ﬁnd locally, though large home-

PORTABLE RV WASTE PUMP

We interviewed people from all parts of the
RV industry including end-users, installers,
dealers, distributors and manufacturers. The
result guided us in the development of the

•
•
•
•

Connects directly to the RV waste outlet
Discharges waste through a garden hose
Ability to dump longer distances
Easy clean up and storage

ON SALE NOW for Good Sam Club members at Camping World.
Also available at other RV retailers.

© 2014 Xylem Inc. All right reserved. Flojet is a trademark of Xylem Inc. or one of its subsidiaries.
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(13) Install the Joy Rider shock absorber with a 1³⁄ -inch, ¹⁄ -inch bolt,
¹⁄ -inch-thick spacer and Nylock nut to the upper bracket and tighten
securely. (14) Joy Rider’s unique shock absorber installation angles both
shocks toward the center of the trailer’s suspension. This outstanding
design sets it apart from any other system on the market today.

improvement stores carry a selection, and a number of suppliers on
the Internet sell them for around $15.
Before drilling, be sure to check for hoses or wiring above the
frame. It’s important to use a stepped process for drilling holes.
Start by drilling a pilot hole using the long ¹⁄ -inch bit. Open the
holes with the ¹⁄ -inch drill bit and again with the ¹¹⁄ -inch bit,
which is the ﬁnal hole size. For thinner frames (ultralight trailers),
drill a ²¹⁄ -inch hole through the frame. If access for drilling the
holes for the upper brackets is extremely difﬁcult, you may need
to drop one end of the leaf spring. This can be accomplished by
removing one bolt from either end of the leaf spring; be sure to use
jack stands to support the axle. The ³⁄ -inch self-threading bolts
that hold the upper brackets to the frame can be driven using
a ¹⁄ -inch impact wrench.
The ﬁnal step is to bolt the shock to the brackets and remove
the retaining wire that prevents the shock from extending during
the installation process. At this point, all the bolts should be doublechecked for tightness and proper torque. Lower the trailer back to
the ground and check for adequate clearances for all components.
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Carefree Premium Fabrics
Carefree now oﬀers three premium fabrics:

Quality t Value
Performance t Style

X Heavier vinyl X Double hemmed X 10 year warranty
X Features an antimicrobial agent to ﬁght mold & mildew
X Double stitched with Gore® Tenera® thread

Patio Awning
Patio Awning
Window Awning

Charcoal

Window Awning

Chocolate

Patio Awning
Window Awning

Carefree Premium Vinyl and all new vinyls also
have perfectly matched fabrics for window awnings.

Voted #1 Awning Company 2012 and 2013!
ON SALE NOW! PLUS, $59 INSTALLATION at Camping World
for Good Sam Club Members. Also available at other RV retailers.

Indigo

(15) The outward angle of the Joy Rider shock absorbers helps mitigate
uncomfortable, side-to-side rocking motion.
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Don’t be concerned if the shock mounting assembly rides up against
the leaf spring; this is a normal position.
With the install completed, we checked the positioning of the Joy
Rider shock absorbers using a protractor; they were at a 35-degree
angle. The lighter suspension of the ﬁfth-wheel, weighing in at
10,000 pounds, did not allow for a great amount of distance between
the frame and springs, so the shock angle was affected. Heavier
trailers will have more clearance, so shock angles will be closer to
20 degrees. Even so, the improvement in ride quality was good, and
the stuff inside the cabinets was not as disheveled after traveling.
The Joy Rider Shock System will give owners the opportunity
to upgrade suspensions that, by today’s technology standards, are
still pretty crude. The high-quality gas shocks and brackets make it
possible for any trailer to behave better while on the road. And over
time, the smoother ride will have a beneﬁcial effect toward the preservation of the structure, appliances and stored items. Tandem axle
kits sell for $495, and that investment will help make trailer suspensions from your grandpa’s day a lot more civilized. All parts carry a
three-year warranty. q
RV Improvement Systems
574-370-4515, www.rvimprovementsystems.com

We Bring Comfort to Your Life®
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Foam
7" Foam
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ON SALE NOW for Good Sam Club members at Camping World. Also available at other RV retailers.
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Avena Foam Mattress
10" Mattress

